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Stylish and intelligent living 
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The Dusk is modern, warm, and thoughtfully designed, whilst also intriguing, wistful, and reflective.  
Perfect storage solutions throughout and intelligently integrated appliances result in something beautiful.

DISCLAIMER - Due to our policy of continual improvement occasional changes to specification and layout may occur.  The photographs shown in this brochure are for illustrative  
purposes only and are not intended to form part of a contractual agreement.  Interior design images act as a guide only and interiors may vary from those shown.   
Some photographs may include optional upgrades. To avoid confusion or disappointment please discuss your precise requirements with a member of our sales team by calling 01626 833 799 -  
they are there to help you.

Features
  Built to BS3632 residential standards

  Low maintenance CanExel cladding  
available in a range of colours

  Clever space-saving design

  Our largest kitchen yet fully equipped  
with integrated appliances

  Fold away home office Internal layout 

TVTV

42’ x 22’ 
2 BEDROOM

45’ x 22’ 
2 BEDROOM

Popular sizes

Custom sizes and layouts can be designed on request.

The Lounge is a perfectly concealed hideaway with sliding doors, both space-
saving and elegant. The pocket doors slide back into the wall as if  by magic, 
creating an air of  mystery as well as character, which is aided by the presence 
of  a secondary sliding barn door leading into the Dining area. 

The Kitchen is the largest yet, with units and appliances around the whole 
room. Island/breakfast bar takes centre stage making this the perfect space for 
entertaining. Adjacent is a fabulously practical Utility/Boot room.

The Dining room with its eye-catching feature wall and large French doors 

which allow for a sense of  alfresco dining as well as a light and open setting 
in which to enjoy your meals. large bedrooms both have multiple storage areas 
with built-in wardrobes and bedside tables.

A dropdown desk allows for a sealed-off  area perfect mini office. Opposite this 
space is the fully fitted Bathroom, featuring a free-standing bath complete with 
a heated towel radiator. 

The Dusk is designed not to replace or change, but to compliment your lifestyle. 
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